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Dear Readers,

As everyone faces difficult times, the company which deals with the fulfillment of book sales
on behalf of Global Research is no longer able to provide its services. We are unfortunately
suspending the sale of print books until further notice.

We will be contacting and refunding readers who have purchased our books in print format.
Meanwhile, PDF versions are still available for purchase. We hope to be able to resolve this
matter as soon as possible. Our apologies for the inconvenience.

Thank you for your valuable support.

***

Video: Trudeau’s Brother Kyle Kemper takes Firm Stance against the Vaccine Mandate and
“The Great Reset”

By Kyle Kemper, February 07, 2022

Its’ a “globally orchestrated phenomenon” by the World Economic Forum.  According to Kyle
Kemper, the COVID scam is there to facilitate a massive processes of wealth appropriation
as outlined in  WEF’s Great Reset.

Life Insurance Payouts Skyrocket 258% as Post-Vaccine Deaths Rapidly Accelerate

By Mike Adams, February 07, 2022

In a little-known Reuters story that garnered almost no attention in the corporate media,
Dutch insurer Aegon revealed its third quarter, 2021 life insurance payouts skyrocketed
258% compared to third quarter, 2020 payouts.
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The British Medical Journal Story That Exposed Politicized “Fact-Checking”

By Matt Taibbi, February 07, 2022

Thacker has an in-your-face style and a dark sense of humor, and talking to him can feel like
being lost in a Bill Hicks routine, but his information is good. In his years in the Senate, his
job was publicizing damaging information about the world’s most litigious companies.

Bowing to Authority: The Real Contagion of Our Time

By Julian Rose, February 07, 2022

There must be some powerful subconscious process at work throughout a large swathe of
the population to cause such a high percentage to do what they are told, in spite of the fact
that  what  they  are  told  to  do  lacks  any  practical  justification  or  logical  explanation  and is
highly likely to harm them.

How the Corporate Media Smears Canada’s Freedom Convoy. Trudeau Accuses Them of
“Racism, Anti-Semitism, Islamophobia, Homophobia, Transphobia”

By CJ Hopkins, February 07, 2022

Trudeau had vowed to stand and fight, but he had no choice but to flee the capital after he
mysteriously  tested  positive  for  Covid  (which  also  might  have  been  the  work  of  the
Russians, possibly the same professional team of weed-smoking, hooker-banging Novichok
assassins that got to the Skripals back in 2018).

Video: Freedom Convoy Address to the Nation. “State of Emergency Update”. Movement
Spreads Across Canada

By Marcel Irnie, February 07, 2022

Ottawa Mayor declared a state of emergency. How Ottawa Police taking the convoy fuel and
occupying the convoy tents does not impact the Freedom Convoy logistics.

Video: Prove It’s Misinformation: Dr. Peter McCullough after the Joe Rogan Show on Covid

By Dr. Peter McCullough and Kristina Borjesson, February 07, 2022

Dr. Peter McCullough talks about the fallout from his bombshell interview on the Joe Rogan
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Experience: celebrities have left or are threatening to leave Spotify because they’re angry
Rogan interviewed guests like him who they say are spreading covid disinformation.

An Inconvenient Truth: The Peasant Food Web Feeds the World

By Colin Todhunter, February 07, 2022

In October 2020, CropLife International said that its new strategic partnership with the
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) would contribute to sustainable
food systems. It added that it was a first for the industry and the FAO and demonstrates the
determination of the plant science sector to work constructively in a partnership where
common goals are shared.

Hidden  Pfizer  COVID-19  Vaccine  Trial  Data  Suggests  All  Pregnant  Vaccinated  Women
Miscarried

By Captaindaretofly, February 07, 2022

A  lawsuit  filed  by  Public  Health  and  Medical  Professionals  for  Transparency  produced
documents from Pfizer revealing that its Covid-19 vaccine caused all of the pregnant women
in its trial to miscarry.

British Children Up to 52 Times More Likely to Die Following a COVID Shot: Government
Report

By David McLoone, February 07, 2022

Britain’s Office for National  Statistics (ONS) has released data indicating that children who
received the COVID-19 jabs have suffered a death rate 54 times greater than that of their
un-jabbed counterparts.
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